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The article analyses the problem of setting the ecological criterion in social-ethical marketing. The 
main levels of ecological evaluation are defined as essential elements of the social-ethical marketing 
concept, the criteria of ecological evaluation are highlighted in these levels and limits are set for the 
ecological evaluation in the context of corporate social responsibility. 

The determined criterion for the ecological evaluation in different levels in the context of social
ethical marketing becomes the target of practical argumentation. 

Introduction 

At the global level the impacts of human eco
nomic activity on the ecosystems are obvious: 
the greenhouse effect, acid rain etc. When eco
systems are irreversibly damaged, their com
ponents (species) die. Human beings are also 
a part of nature. But they destroy the founda
tion of their existence - the natural environ
ment - through economic activity and con
sumption. The consequences of human eco
nomic activity and consumption do not disap
pear - they return to nature in the form of pol
lution, waste, garbage etc. The environment is 
incapable of restoring the natural balance and 
removing all the materials created in the pro
cess of human economic activity and consump
tion, which destroy the natural ecosystem. Thus 
the condition of the ecological environment be
comes the responsibility of society, not only of 
the individual. 

It is hard to imagine the long-term welfare 
of society without a clean environment (air, wa
ter, soil), and the natural resources of the earth. 
The concept of social-ethical marketing distin
guishes corporate social responsibility from the 
consumer and welfare of society. What must a 
company do in order to minimize the amount 
of waste materials in nature after the processes 
of economic activities and consumption, i. e. to 
ensure that the ecological condition of the en
vironment after these processes does not beco
me worse and / or remain unchanged? What 
ecological criteria must a company follow in ma
king decisions about manufacturing a product, 
as well as the consumer and society in making 
decisions about consumption in order to dec
rease the impact on the natural environment? 
This is the main issue of this article. This is a 
broad and complicated question, to which ans
wers are sought in the modern world of know-
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ledge and information in the humanities, social, 
technical and other sciences. The idea of a stable 
development has encouraged solutions from va
rious approaches, especially from the environ
mental sciences. 

From the contemporary view of marketing, 
meeting customer needs and the environment 
are of great importance for the company in ma
king decisions about manufacturing a product. 
During the last decades the relation between 
marketing and the environment has become an 
especially relevant issue for researchers in mar
keting and science (Ottman 1993; Peatie 1992; 
Coddington 1993; Fuller&Butler 1994 etc.). 

The goal of this article is to determine the 
criteria of ecological evaluation in the concept 
of social-ethical marketing. This will be done 
in the following ways: 
• By determining the criteria for ecological 

evaluation; 
• By defining the main criteria / elements of 

the social-ethical marketing concept; 
• By highlighting the criteria of ecological eva

luation in the different levels of social-ethi
cal marketing; 

• By defining the limits of ecological evalua
tion in the context of corporate social res
ponsibility. 

Methods of the study: analysis and over
view of the literature, comparative methods. 

Ecological Criteria in the Concept 
of Social-Ethical Marketing 

It is difficult to determine the criteria ofthe eco
logical evaluation in social-ethical marketing be
cause, according to A. Macfadyen, in discussing 
the ecological criterion, it is first necessary to 
set limits of ecology because "ecology is multi
disciplinary and almost boundless." On the ot
her hand, agreement on the nature and scope 
of social responsibility is often difficult to achie-
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ve, given the diversity of values present in diffe· 
rent societal, business, and organizational cul
tures. Thus, it is important to determine the cri
teria for ecological evaluation, to derme the con
cept of social-ethical marketing from different 
points of view and to determine the main ele
ments of ecological evaluation. 

The term "ecology" comes from the Greek 
language: oikos - home, place, and logos -
science. German biologist Ernest Henkel in 
1866 was the first to use this term to describe 
the biological discipline that studies the rela
tionship between living organisms and the en
vironment. Today the term "ecology" is used 
widely and with different meanings, sometimes 
very obscurely, and has been ascribed an al
most mysterious meaning. Of course, such free 
application of the term is not good. On the ot
her hand, it reflects that the relationship bet
ween a human being and nature has become 
very complicated, and it is no wonder that the 
term, which expresses the essence of these re
lations, has become a phenomenon of mass 
consciousness. Professor Ceslovas Kudaba sta
tes: "Today ecology as a word is as capacious 
as ever. With this perception we are called to 
defend, save, protect the material, animate en
vironment < ... >" (Kalenda 1993). This situ
ation also explains the concept of ecological 
criteria because the problem always arises of 
determining and defining the ecological crite
ria where man actively interacts with somet
hing and causes processes (economic activity 
and consumption) that impact upon the con
dition of environment. 

Hence, in this article the ecological crite
ria are viewed as the evaluation of the im
pact of human economic activity and con
sumption on the natural environment (eco
systems). 

The Social-Ethical Marketing Concept in 
the Literature. Interest in the concept of so-



19 began in the 1970s. It is an ur
[ely discussed issue that has be eh 
marketing scholars such as Ph. 

(2000), Harper (1995), Perreault 
iley (1996), Pranulis et al (2000), 
~ept of social-ethical marketing is 
hilosophy that is differently defi
rent authors. The comparison of 
ces in the literature (see Table 1) 
:here is no common name for this 

concept. The abundance of terms for this con
cept - orientation of social marketing, social 
marketing, the concept of social marketing, the 
expanded concept of marketing etc., does not 
distort the main essence of this concept - it is 
an expanded concept of marketing that inclu
des corporate social responsibility. 

In summarizing different concepts of social
ethical marketing of different authors, I would 
suggest that this concept focuses on corporate 

lifference Views of the Societal-Ethic Marketing Concept 

Philosophy of Business and its 
Orientation Definition of the Societal-Ethic Marketing Concept 

Evaluation o/the market orientation: The societal marketing concept is the view that an 
• Production era organization should discover and satisfy the needs of 
• Sales era its consumers in a way that also provides for society's 
• The marketing concept era well-being. 
• The market orientation era 
• The societal marketing 

concept 
Marketing Management 
Philosophies: 

• Production orientation 
• Sales orientation 
• Marketing orientation 
• Societal marketing 

orientation (societal 
marketin2 concept) 

Evolution o/marketing: 
• Production orientation 

Sales orientation 
Marketing orientation 
Societal marketing 
concept 

The production concept 
The selling concept 
The marketing concept 
The societal marketing concept 

Societal marketing concept - idea that an organization 
exists not only to satisfy customer wants and needs and 
to meet organizational objectives but also to preserve 
or enhance the individuals' and society's long-term 
best interests. 

A firm that sufficiently extends the breadth and time 
dimensions of its marketing goals to fulfill its social 
responsibility is practicing what has become known as 
the societal marketing concept. Breadth is extended as 
a company recognizes that its market includes not only 
the buyers of its products but also anyone directly 
affected by its operations. Extending the time 
dimension of its marketing goals means that a firm 
should take a long-term view of customer satisfaction 
and performance objectives, rather than concentrating 
only on tomorrow. For a company to prosper in the 
long run, it must satisfy its customers' social needs as 
well as their economic needs. 
Societal marketing concept - the idea that the 
organization should determine the needs, wants and 
interests of target markets and deliver the desired 
satisfactions more effectively and efficiently than 
competitors in a way that maintains or improves the 
consumer and society's well bein2. 
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Philosophy of Business and its 
Orientation 

The production concept 
The selling concept 
The marketing concept 
The societal marketin~ concept 
The philosophy of marketing: 

• Consumer-oriented 
marketing 

• Innovative marketing 
• Value marketing 
• Sense-of-mission marketing 
• Societal marketin~ 

Business orientations: 
• Production orientation 
• Product orientation 
• Sales orientation 
• Marketing orientation 
• The societal marketing 

orientation 
Company orientations to the 
marketplace: 

• The production concept 
• The product concept 
• The selling concept 
• The marketing concept 
• The societal marketing 

concept 
Concepts under which organizations 
can choose to conduct their marketing 
activities: 

• The production concept 
• The product concept 
• The selling / sales concept 
• The marketing concept 
• The societal marketing 

concept 
The societal marketing concept 

Business eras and philosophies: 
• The product concept 
• The production concept 
• The selling concept 
• The marketing concept 
• The societal marketing 

concept 

Continuated of Table 

Definition of the Societal-Ethic Marketing 
Concept 

The societal marketing concept holds that the 
organization's task is to determine consumers' 
wants and long term interests, a company's 
requirements and society's long-term interests. 
Societal marketing - a company makes marketing 
decisions by considering consumers' wants and long 
term interests, a company's requirements and 
society's long-term interests. 

The societal marketing orientation is business 
orientation, that an organization should discover and 
satisfy the needs of its consumers in a way that also 
provides for society's well being. 

The societal marketing concept holds that the 
organization's task is to determine the needs, wants 
and interests of target markets and to deliver the 
desired satisfactions more effectively and efficiently 
than competitors. Additionally, it holds that this all 
must be done in a way that preserves or enhances 
the consumer's and the society's well being. 

The societal marketing concept holds that the 
organizations task is to determine the needs, wants 
and interests of target markets and to deliver the 
desired satisfactions more eITectively and efficiently 
than competitors in a way that preserves or 
enhances the consumers and the societies well 
being. 

The existence of external costs and benefits and the 
presence of multiple stakeholders in an organization 
emphasize the need for firms to act in a socially 
responsible way. 
The societal marketing concept embodies a higher 
and more enlightened plane of marketing thought 
and practice and suggests that this new concept 
represents an attempt to harmonize the goals of 
business to the occasionally conflicting goals of 
society. As such, it postulates that the organization's 
task is to determine the needs, wants and interests of 
target markets and to deliver the desired 
satisfactions more eITectively and efficiently than 
competitors in a way that preserves or enhances the 
consumer's and society's well-beine:. 



social responsibility when the company's mar
keting tasks are measured in such a way that 
the needs of the company and consumer do 
not have a negative impact on society's wealth. 
It is notable that corporate social responsibili
ty includes three elements / levels: the consu
mer, the public and the company itself. 

The Ecological Criterion and its 
Limits from the View of Corporate 
Social Responsibility 

All these elements of corporate social res
ponsibility have different objectives: the consu
mer seeks to meet his needs and wants, the com
pany's goal is to work profitably, and society se
eks quality of life and welfare. So, the concept 
of social-ethical marketing and corporate so
cial responsibility involves three elements / le
vels with different objectives (Figure 1). 

Having defined three elements of the con
cept of social responsibility as well as determi
ned their objectives and trying to set the limits 
of the ecological criterion, I distinguish these 
presumptions: 
1. The consumer's main goal is his welfare, 

which depends on the level of satisfaction 
of his wants and needs. Society's main ob
jective is public wealth, which is determi-

r:;:;:~r '--________ ---> Society 
(Human Wellare) 

Fig. 1. The Main Elements of the Society Con
cept (Kotler 1996: 21) 

ned by long-term benefit, responsibility and 
the quality of life. 

2. The company's main objective, the essence 
of its existence is profit, which is transfor
med from the company's objectives and 
tasks. 
The objectives of the three main elements 

of the concept of social-ethical marketing dif
fer, thus a manager considering and implemen
ting corporate social responsibility has to stri
ve for long-term reconciliation of (1) satisfac
tion of the product buyers' needs, (2) satisfac
tion of social needs of others involved in the 
company's practice, and (3) achievement of the 
company's objectives. The fulfiIlment of these 
conflicting goals calls for the company's balan
ce, and often managers face ethical puzzles. 

Society, as an element of the concept of 
social-ethical marketing, emphasizes social 
responsibility of marketing not only in mee
ting consumers' needs, but also in public wel
fare provision (without detriment to it). So
cial responsibility means that organizations are 
part of the larger society and are accountable 
to that society for their actions. Like ethics, 
agreement on the nature and scope of social 
responsibility is often difficult to attain, given 
the diversity of values present in different so
cietal, business, and organizational cultures. 
The concept of social responsibility Berkowitz 
et al (1992) (Figure 2) was chosen as the ba
seline of the ecological criterion for society as 
the element of the concept of social-ethical 
marketing. The heart of this concept includes 
owners / stockholders, suppliers / distributors 
and public interest groups' levels of responsi
bilities: 
• Profit responsibility; 
• Stakeholder responsibility; 
• Societal responsibility. 

Profit Responsibility. Profit responsibility 
holds that companies have a simple duty - to 
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SOCIETAL RESPONSIBILITY 

General Customers 

PROFIT 
RESPONSIBILITY 

Public Ownen;lShareholders 
Ecological 
Environ

ment 

Suppllen;lOlstributors 

Public Interest Groups 

Fig. 2. Three Concepts of Social Responsibility (Sommers et aI1995:17) 

maximize profits for their owners or stockhol
ders. This view is expressed by Nobel Laurea
te Milton Friedman, who said, "There is one 
and only one social responsibility of business 
- to use its resources and engage in activities 
designed to increase its profits so long as it stays 
within the rules of the game, which is to say, 
engages in open and free competition without 
deception or fraud (Sommers et aI1995)." 

Stakeholder Responsibility. Frequent cri
ticism of the profit view has led to a broader 
concept of social responsibility. Stakeholder 
responsibility focuses on the obligations an or
ganization has to those who can affect achie
vement of its objectives. These constituencies 
include consumers, employees, suppliers, and 
distributors. "Source Perrier S. A., the supplier 
of Perrier bottled water, exercised this respon
sibility when it recalled 160 million bottles of 
water in 120 countries after traces of a toxic 
chemical were found in 13 bottles. The recall 
cost the company 35 million $, and 40 million 
$ more was lost in sales. Even though the che
mical level was not hannful to humans, Sour
ce Perrier's president believed he acted in the 
best interests of the finn's consumers, distri
butors, and employees by removing the least 
doubt, as minimal as it might be, to weigh on 
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the image of the quality and purity of our pro
duct (Sommers et aI1995)." 

Societal Responsibility. This concept is rat
her new. Societal responsibility addresses or
ganizational obligations to protect (1) the eco
logical environment (ecosystems) and (2) the 
general public. Environmental and public wel
fare interests are represented and protected 
by such groups as Green Peace, the Interna
tional Environment Organization etc. 

So, according to the concept of social-et
hical marketing, efforts to achieve the main 
objective of society - its welfare, should be 
targeted at the company's obligation to pro
tect the ecological environment in producing 
environment-friendly products. Again, there 
is the problem of defining limits of societal res
ponsibility from the marketing view, i. e. un
derstanding the "company's obligation to pro
tect the ecological environment while produ
cing environment-friendly products." Does the 
expression "producing environment-friendly 
products" involve the production process and 
its relation to the ecological environment or 
the end result of production - the product, and 
its relation to the environment? This may be 
partly explained with reference to environment 
management and the marketing sciences. The 



environment management context focuses mo
re on the production process itself and its ma
nagement, on various intermediate elements 
formed in different stages of production, as 
well as on their impact on the environment. 

Meanwhile, the marketing science context 
focuses more on the product as the result of 
the production process that is produced in or
der to meet consumer needs. This explanation 
is understandable in light of the two sciences, 
but in putting it into practice the company pro
fessional faces an indecision of marketing, na
mely with respect to this question, because the 
marketing professional is faced with too much 
responsibility toward society. If, according to 
the theories, the area of his responsibility is a 
result of the production process - the product 
and its relation to the ecological environment, 
then he is the employee in the company who is 
responsible for the work of designers, mana
gers and other professionals, for the created 
product that becomes a commodity in the mar
ket. This is natural, if the marketing professio
nal is responsible for the "product's relation 
to environment," and he has to contribute 
being directly or indirectly involved not only 
in the production process itself but also in the 
"generation of the product," i. e. in the stage 
of product idea creation. 

Consequently, it is purposeless to define li
mits of marketing from the ecological point of 
view, including only the end result of the pro
duction process - the product, and its relation 
to environment. And the phrase "company's 
obligation to protect the ecological environ
ment while producing environment-friendly 
products," from the marketing view, both in 
theory and practice, should cover the whole 
product life cycle - from identifying what pro
ducts and services should be developed, inclu
ding decisions about the product design, pac
kaging, prices, advertising, transporting and 
the selling policy, i. e. from the creation of the 

product to the end disposal. Therefore, from 
the marketing point of view, limits of the eco
logical criterion against the public are set 
from the creation of the product to its end 
disposal - expulsion. 

Societal responsibility is one of factors con
tributing to the wealth of society. This was de
fined above together with the three elements 
of the concept of social-ethical marketing, their 
objectives and the recognized presumptions for 
the limits of the ecological criterion, which me
ans that the main objective of society is its we
alth, growing out of interests, responsibility and 
the quality of life. Now we will take a broader 
look at the wealth of society within the context 
of the quality if life. 

Wealth of Society - Quality of 
Societal Life 

Society's objective in social-ethical marketing 
is wealth, which is an outgrowth of improved 
quality of life, and this in turn is referred to as 
quality and quantity of goods in marketing. Ac
cording to Philip Kotler, social marketing aims 
at effecting one or more people in selected so
cial groups so that the ideas and behaviors of 
these people would be developed and influen
ced. Social marketing attempts to understand 
a selected segment and researches it by study
ing its social and demographical rates inclu
ding economical status, education, age etc. Psy
chosocial characteristics - attitudes, motiva
tion, behavior fashion, and needs, are also ana
Iyzed. Every business must consider these fac
tors and match its marketing strategies with 
the cultural and religious virtues of selected 
segments. 

The other element of the concept of so
cial-ethical marketing is the company whose 
point of action is profit by pursuing approp
riate objectives. The most important task for 
the company is to provide desirable satisfac-
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tion for consumers (for commercial-profit pur
poses), which would preserve or increase the 
wealth of consumers or society while imple
menting ecological marketing. An example of 
the concept of social marketing implementa
tion is the recent decision of the McDonald's 
corporation to replace plastic cups that are not 
biodegradable with paper cups. 

The concept of social-ethical marketing is 
concerned with what the organization legiti
mately has to do or what it is obliged to do 
according to appropriate industrial practices 
and codes of ethics. Social-ethical marketing 
prevails when the business marketing decisions 
correspond to consumer wants or long-term 
interests, including the long-term requirements 
of society and the company. Here we meet with 
the third element of the concept of social
ethical marketing - the consumer. 

Marketing is an activity oriented toward the 
consumer. The nature of marketing and its 
function is to be exclusively oriented towards 
sales and profit. 

Thus many marketing professionals think of 
the consumer as an object, which buys somet
hing at some price. This view is concerned with 
what the consumer wants and how much he is 
going to pay; however, it is too narrow. The 
current attitude toward the consumer is broa
der, including his needs, wants and feelings. 
Short-term profits and sales become seconda
ry matters in marketing. In fact, criteria in mar
keting are changing and humanistic factors to
gether with social consequences are becoming 
essential, involving the quality of life, environ
mental effects, long-term benefit and others, 
where the focus is on human problems. 

In many cases, consumers themselves de
termine their needs, wants, and long-term in
terests. But consumers often make decisions, 
which are disadvantageous to them. For exam
ple, many people like eating fatty foods, though 
they know it is harmful to health, many people 
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smoke though they are aware it is an addic
tion, also many people drink strong drinks 
though they know alcohol is a source of vario
us diseases. Frequently consumers' wants dif
fer from public wealth. Consumers want to ha
ve convenience and prestige. For example, con
sumers wish to have hardwood window-frames, 
doors or other furniture and at the same time 
society strives to save the Amazon rainforests; 
consumers also need comfort and they want 
air conditioning systems, but society strives to 
stop the depletion of the ozone layer; consu
mers all around the world should use lead-free 
gas but not everyone cares about this. Thus, 
marketing should be concerned with and res
ponsive to gaps between consumers' wants and 
societal wealth. Society-directed marketing 
should create not only attractive and deligh
tful but also beneficial products. 

In the humanistic view, it is important to 
balance performance of social-ethical marke
ting with social-ethical objectives of marketing. 
Such a balance would determine socially be
neficial and desirable results, which would ri
se from marketing decisions and actions. Tra
ditionally pragmatic, materialistic, micro-ana
lytical roles are prevalent in marketing. Here 
it is a logical conclusion that marketing is ana
lyzed mostly on the microeconomics level. 
Households, different companies and their re
sources and choices are fundamental objects 
in marketing. The concept of marketing mat
ching the socialization of consumption that 
transfuses a rich society may be judged from 
the cultural point of view as at its peak, what 
Eric Frome calls "Homo consumers," i. e. a 
consumer whose main goal is to have more and 
to consume more. The humanistic challenge 
to marketing involves social consequences that 
have to become essential - the quality of life, 
the effect on the environment, long-term be
nefit and other similar parameters related to 
substantial human problems. 



The ecological criterion and its limits in so
cial marketing cover the consumer, business 
and society. Thus, in the concept of social-et
hical marketing, the efforts to achieve main ob
jectives of society, the consumer and company 
should be targeted at obligations of all ele
ments to protect the ecological environment. 
Therefore, from the marketing point of view, 
limits of the ecological criterion against the 
public are set from the creation of the product 
to its end disposal - expulsion. 

Ecological marketing and its implementa
tion decrease the relationship and responsibi
lity of the consumer and the company's to the 
environment. 

Ecological Marketing within 
the Confines of the Social-Ethical 
Concept 

It becomes more and more important to dis
tinguish the ecological environment in marke
ting. Companies respond to these interests 
through environmental (ecological) marke
ting - with marketing efforts, to produce, sup
port and fIX environment-friendly products. 
Henion (1976) was the first to use the term 
ecological marketing; in contemporary litera
ture one may find other terms with basically 
the same meaning: "Green marketing" (Ot
tman 1993; Peatie 1992), "Environmental mar
keting" (Coddington 1993), "Eco-marketing" 
(Fuller&Butler 1994). 

Environmental marketing includes many 
forms. For example, Shell gas stations in 9 US 
cities with air pollution problems now sell mo
re clean gas. Aluminum industries recycle 61 % 
aluminum cans and pay consumers 900 mil
lion USD p. a. for the aluminum can waste. 
Such a voluntary response to the environment 
was exercised at low or no added cost with res
pect to consumers. 

Ecological marketing is the process of devising 
products, ideas and services, pricing, promotion, 
distribution, planning, implementing and con
trolling, in pursuing these objectives: 
• Meeting consumers' needs and wants; 
• Achieving organizational objectives; 
• Reconciling this process and ecosystems 

Fuller (1999, 3-5). 

A new paradigm emerges in ecological mar
keting meaning an idea that processes of pro
duction - consumption must function imita
ting processes of circulation of natural envi
ronment systems. Ecologic marketing repre
sents a new paradigm, embracing the idea that 
production-consumption systems must func
tion in ways that mimic circular natural sys
tems. Its adoption suggests recognition of five 
fundamental tenets: 
I. Ecosystems are a physical limiting factor on 

marketing decisions. Ecosystems impose a 
non-negotiable mandate on decision ma
kers. Therefore, screening marketing stra
tegies for environmental impact and the full 
payment of eco-costs must become standard 
operating procedures. 

11. The product system life cycle is the approp
riate decision framework. Ecosystems im
pact is not the function of one organization 
or one customer at one time and place. Rat
her, it is the collective result of numerous 
interrelated decisions by many people and 
organizations over time. The product sys
tem life cycle represents the holistic deci
sion framework necessary for gaining an un
derstanding of ecological impact, issues, and 
sustainable marketing solutions. 

Ill. Pollution prevention and resource recove
ry strategies will preserve ecosystems func
tioning through the development of marke
ting strategy. 

IV. A "multiplier effect" exists in which small 
environmental improvements (i. e. eco-cost 
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savings) by finns and customers at the micro 
level translate into large absolute improve
ments at the macro level. Billions of marke
ting decisions by organizations and customers 
represent sources of waste and wasting, each 
of which contributes in a small way to a pro
blem of gigantic proportions; through the 
multiplier, small individual improvements 
sum into large overall gains in environmental 
quality. Broad acceptance of ecological mar
keting practices, by organizations and custo
mers, is a prerequisite for environmental im
provement. The cooperation of a few will not 
suffice; the total elimination of "free riders" 
is necessary. 

V. Ecological marketing is not an exercise in 
corporate altruism. Ecologic marketing 
must not lose sight of the fact that satisfy
ing customers and attaining organizational 
goals, financial and otherwise, remain ab
solutely necessary conditions that must be 
met while achieving environmental compa
tibility. It also must be noted that the "best" 
product from a purely environmental impact 
standpoint is no product at all, an unaccep
table state of affairs. Thus, the challenge is 
to reinvent the ways and means of delive
ring desired customer benefits and meeting 
organizational goals while leaving no discer
nible environmental footprint on the pla
net Fuller (1999,.5-6). 

The definition of ecological marketing broa
dens confines of the present marketing orien
tation. However, the concept of ecological 
marketing virtually does not exceed the limits 
of the main concept of social-ethical marke
ting. Ecological marketing is a process of ma
nagement by which achievement of organiza
tion objectives and needs of buyers are found, 
foreseen and effectively and profitably satisfied. 
An exceptional parameter of ecological marke
ting is a condition that the whole process and 
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ecosystems would be reconciled, i. e. from the 
environmental point of view, reducing ecologi
cal costs and at the same time striving for the 
long-term public wealth. Basically it does not 
contradict the essence of the concept of social
ethical marketing, which involves corporate so
cial responsibility against the environment. So
cietal responsibility is pointed to the ecological 
environment, i. e. ecosystems. "Objectives and 
needs" of ecosystems, consumers and the com
pany are in the area of ecological marketing. 
Thus the concept of social-ethical marketing 
includes four main elements that become the 
ecological criterion - the company, the consu
mer, society and the ecosystem. 

The Ecological Criterion 
and Measurement Parameters 

The ecological criterion covers three elements 
in social-ethical marketing - the consumer, so
ciety and the company. These ecological cri
teria are the basis for evaluating the impact 
of human economic activity and consumption 
on the environment (ecosystems). Therefo
re, the ecological evaluation would be only par
tially complete without the main environmen
tal level, the ecosystem, i. e. without society, 
the consumer and the company's impact on the 
ecosystem. Thus, I divide the ecological crite
rion into four different levels: 
• The consumer level (product packaging, la

beling, branding); 
• The company level (special divisions, press

releases); 
• The societallevel (consumerism); 
• The environmental (ecosystem) level (air, 

water, soil pollution). 

Ecological criteria OD the part of the con
sumer: 
• Environment-friendly product; 
• Possibility to recycle packaging and I or pro

duct; 



• Product classification from gray to dark 
green; 

• Product durability; 
• Product variety; 
• Product energy utilization; 
• Ecological raw materials; 
• Ecologicallabeling; 
• Energy consumption due to product manu-

facturing in the company; 
• Possibility of biodegradation of product; 
• Impact on the ecosystem; 

• Noise. 

Ecological criteria on the part of society: 
• Quality of life; 
• Effect on the environment; 
• Safe to consume. 

The ecological approach in society is rela
ted to the concept of social-ethical marke
ting and ecological marketing. Social-ethical 
marketing together with ecological marketing 
becomes more popular because it makes it det
rimental for the business to ignore the inte
rest of society and popular social attitudes. For 
example, in those countries with environmen
tal movements and where people care about 
environmental problems, companies get less 
favor (and profit!) if they use disposable and 
environmentally harmful packaging. Meanw
hile, businesses that use glass containers, which 
sometimes seem old-fashioned and less prac
tical, get more approval from society. Because 
these packages are not thrown away but can 
be used many times, they do not pollute natu
re. The environmental movement has very 
much changed the opinion of society about 
consumption many products such as natural 
fur or natural leather. 

Of course, societal attitudes are formed not 
only by environmental ideas. Grounds for these 
attitudes can be not only rational but also emo
tional. Companies, which take into account all 
the present and potential needs of society, pro-

duce goods that are more favorable because 
they are up-to-date and match the attitudes of 
many people. At the same time a good compa
ny image and higher prestige in society are cre
ated, more loyal consumers are attracted, the 
organization gets the opportunity to sell more 
products and at higher price in this way im
proving its level of profitability and competiti
veness. 

Ecological criteria on the business level: 
• Industrial ecology; 
• Ecological marketing. 
The ecological approach of the company de

pends on its implementation of industrial 
ecology. Industrial ecology includes these 
spheres: 

• Modem environmental technologies (re
duction of pollution, cleaner manufacturing, 
and cleaner technologies); 

• Environmental management in companies; 
• Evaluation of the whole product life cycle, 

recycling of materials; 
• Product design in order to improve environ

mental quality, quality of consumption and 
recycling the product or its components; 

• Consumer segmentation. 

In the whole world industry and government 
follow different strategies in order to reduce 
the impact on environment. Every activity inc
ludes a certain level of system in its field. Har
din Tibbs in "Industrial Ecology: Environmen
tal Links for the Industry," highlights six prin
cipal elements of industrial ecology: 
1. Industrial ecosystems. Inducing co-opera

tion between different industrial units in or
der to turn one producer's wastes into raw 
materials for others. 

2. Harmonization of interaction with the 
biosphere. Optimization of manufacturing 
intensity, place and time in order to allow 
manufacturing to come into natural sur
roundings of systems as safely as possible; 
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detennining the parameters for the environ
mental monitoring in real time. 

3. Industrial metabolism. This is the analysis 
of interaction and turning of energy and ma
terials in the production processes and the 
restructuring of production according to the 
results of analysis. This type of analysis esti
mates all changes of energy and mass, from 
resource mining to the turning of product in
to wastes, including and changes in the pro
duction processes. It is a multipurpose met
hod developed in 1970 by Robert U. Ayes, 
which became a ground for industrial ecolo
gy. Industrial metabolism is based on the fun
damentallaws of thennodynamics and is suc
cessfully applied; it highlights great differen
ces between efficiency of anthropologic acti
vity and flows in natural systems. Industrial 
metabolism can be successfully applied both 
at the company or manufacturing level as well 
as regional or global levels. 

4. Restructuring of energy systems. An aim 
to create such an energy system, which 
would be based on the integration into in
dustrial ecosystems using self-renewing and 
secondary recourses of energy. 

5. Development of new environmental poli
cy principles. Systemic and optimal integ
ration of economical and environmental im
pact tools. 

6. Dematerialization of industrial material 
flow. Efforts to optimize the intensity of ma
terials and energy in the process of produc
tion. One of the most developed methods 
of industrial ecology is cleaner production. 
It is a complex strategy with results of its 
application when pollution is minimized in 
its source, i. e. in the process of production 
eliminating the source of pollution while 
modifying the technological process, its or
ganizing, technological schedule and raw 
material, or product in order to reduce its 
negative impact on the environment during 
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the whole product life cycle. Cleaner pro
duction distinguishes itself with an appro
ach to pollution and wastes as an integral 
part of the process where they occur. It is 
certainly a progressive strategy but its im
plementation is related to a number of im
pediments detennined by the lack of syste
matic approach. 

Ecological Criteria 
on the Ecosystem Level 

Ecology and ecosystems are closely related. The 
tenn ecosystem in ecology is defined as a part 
ofland and water where various plants, animals 
and microorganisms reside forming, together 
with animate and inanimate nature, a solid com
plex, where energy constantly circulates and me
tabolism takes place, where, depending on cer
tain environment conditions, constant changes 
and development occur [See Appendix 1]. 

The ecological approach on the consumer, 
company and ecosystem level is related to 
ecological marketing. The term ecological 
marketing (EM) can be ascribed to the con
cept of broad marketing; perfonnance of its 
strategies is mostly displayed in the field of 
macro marketing. This new approach of mar
keting in the context of the environment now 
becomes more known as ecological marketing. 

Conclusions 

The ecological criteria or the criteria for ecolo
gical evaluation are viewed as the evaluation of 
the impact of human economic activity and con
sumption on the natural environment (ecosys
tems). 

Ecological criterion and its limits in social 
marketing cover the consumer, business and 
society. 

In the concept of social-ethical marketing, 
efforts to achieve the main objective of society 
- its welfare, should be targeted at the compa-



ny's obligation to protect the ecological envi
ronment while producing environmentally 
friendly products. 

From the marketing point ofview, limits of 
the ecological criterion against the public are 
set from the creation of the product to its end 
disposal - expulsion. 

The relationship of the customer and the 
company to the natural environment is revea
led through ecological marketing, which vir
tually does not exceed the limits of the main 
concept of social-ethical marketing. 

Ecological criteria on part of the consumer 
include the product, its packaging and the im
pact of the production process on the environ
ment. 

Ecological criteria on part of society inclu
de the quality of public life, consequences to 
the environment and safe consumption. 

Ecological criteria on the company level inc
lude industrial ecology and ecological marke
ting. 

Ecological criteria on the ecosystem level 
are related to ecological marketing. 

Appendix 1 
The Ecological Imperative: Marketing's Linkage to Potential Ecosystems 
Pollution / Degradation [7; 9] 
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SOCIALINIO-ETINIO MARKETINGO KONCEPCIJOS EKOLOGINIAI KRITERIJAI 

Vilma Tamulienė 

Santrauka 

Straipsnyje analizuojama socialinio-etinio marketingo 
ekologinio vertinimo pagrindo nustatymo problema. 
Apsiribojant socialine-etine marketingo koncepcija 
pamėginta atsakyti į šiuos klausimus: ką turi padaryti 
įmonė, kad plėtojant jos ūkin~ veiklą, o paskui var· 
tojant pagamintą produkciją į aplinką būtų išmetama 
kuo mažiau nereikalingų medžiagų? Tai yra ekologinė 
aplinkos būklė plėtojant ūkinę veiklą ir vartojant ne
pablogėtų ir I ar išliktų nepakitusi. Kokiais ekologi
niais kriterijais turėtų vadovautis įmonė pn'imdama 
sprendimus dėl produkto gamybosJ o vartolojas ir 
visuomenė dėl jo vanojimo, kad gamtai būtų daroma 
kuo mažiau įtakos - svarbiausia straipsnio problema. 

Straipsnyje ekologiniai kriterijai arba ekologinis ver
tinimo pagrindas suprantamas kaip žmogaus ūkinės 
veiklos ir vartojimo įtakos aplinkai (ekosi'temoms) įver
tinimas. Eko1oginio vertinimo pagrinda'li ir jo ribos so-
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cialinio marketingo požiūriu apima vartotoją, įmon~ ir 
visuomenę· 

Vartotojo ir įmonės santykį su gamtine aplinka ir 
atsakomybę atskleidžia ekologinis marketingas, kuris iš 
esmės neišeina už socialinės-etinės marketingo koncep
cijos sampratos rėmų. 

Straipsnyje išskiriami ekologiniai vertinimo kriterijai 
vartotojo, įmonės ir visuomenės atžvilgiu. Ekologiniai 
kriterijai vartotojo atžvilgiu susiję su produktu, jo pa
kuote ir gamybos proceso įtaka aplinkai. Ekologiniai 
kriterijai visuomenės atžvilgiu apima jos narių gyveni
mo kokybę, padarinius aplinkai ir saugų vartojimą, o 
įmonės lygmeniu - pramoninę ekologiją ir ekologinj 
marketingą. Ekologiniai kriterijai ekosistemų lygmeniu 
siejami su ekologiniu marketingu. 

Nustatytas ekologinis vertinimo pagrindas atskiru ly
giu socialinio-etinio marketingo kontekste tampa prakti
nio pagrindimo tikslu. 


